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Parameter space

This covers an EM bright region created
with pycbc geometric bank placement

I Component masses 1-2.83, 1-16

I BH maximal spin

I NS up to 0.05

I 25 Hz Flow

I 171,277 templates per ifo

You can find more details here:
https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/

ligovirgo/cbcnote/O1/gstlal/low_

latency
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https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/ligovirgo/cbcnote/O1/gstlal/low_latency
https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/ligovirgo/cbcnote/O1/gstlal/low_latency
https://www.lsc-group.phys.uwm.edu/ligovirgo/cbcnote/O1/gstlal/low_latency
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The search uses gstlal based code

I Time domain matched filtering with orthonormal basis made by
SVD

I Phys. Rev. D 82, 044025 (2010)
I Phys. Rev. D 83, 084053 (2011)
I ApJ 748 136 (2012)

I Likelihood ratio based ranking statistic and slideless FAR estimation
I Phys. Rev. D 88, 024025
I arXiv:1504.04632

I It applies exact match coincidence and can decompose and filter
spin-aligned waveforms

I Phys. Rev. D 89, 024003 (2014)

I It has been tested on Gaussian and recolored MDC data in
conjuction with BAYESTAR and lalinference

I ApJ 795 105 (2014)
I ApJ 804 114 (2015)
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Validation on S6 replay with big dog: closed box offline
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Validation on S6 replay with big dog: open box offline
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Validation on S6 replay with big dog: Comparison of online
vs offline parameters

Offline
FAR FAP SNR Mtotal Mchirp

2.× 10−25 Hz 4 × 10−19 17.45 10.87 4.72

Online
FAR FAP SNR Mtotal Mchirp

9.× 10−25 Hz 1 × 10−19 17.48 10.87 4.72

Remarkably similar parameters were found between the online and offline
runs altough we have not yet completed the full S6 replay online run
over the 1 month period.
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https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/offline_s6_replay_1monrun/ALL_LLOID_COMBINED_openbox.html?ALL_LLOID_COMBINED_openbox_money.html
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/view/T185258
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Validation on S6 replay with second loudest: Comparison
of online vs offline parameters

Offline
FAR FAP SNR Mtotal Mchirp

1.× 10−7 Hz 2 × 10−1 9.19 3.17 1.29

Online
FAR FAP SNR Mtotal Mchirp

2.× 10−7 Hz 1 × 10−1 9.21 3.17 1.29

Remarkably similar parameters were found between the online and offline
runs although we have not yet completed the full S6 replay online run
over the 1 month period.
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https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/offline_s6_replay_1monrun/ALL_LLOID_COMBINED_openbox.html?ALL_LLOID_COMBINED_openbox_money.html
https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/view/T186259
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Including zero lag in the background estimate.

As requested we have tools to rank events leaving zero lag into the
background (normal behavior is to remove)

gstlal_inspiral_recompute_online_far_from_gracedb

--with-zerolag T185258

FAR of T185258 before: 8.86624e-25

likelihood ratio of T185258 after: 20.185222

FAR of T185258 after: 2.00153e-11

Cody is working on automating this for offline, but the above tool exists
for online analysis.
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Results on various timescales

Seconds:

gracedb
simdb

Minutes:

summary monitoring
page

Hours:

Full “offline style”
summary pages

We will be working hard throughout O1 to increase the quality and
quantity of information available at each timescale.
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https://gracedb.ligo.org/events/search/?query=1126361125.0 .. 1135641617.0 gstlal LowMass
https://simdb.cgca.uwm.edu/events/search/?query=1126361125 .. 1135641617 gstlal LowMassInj
https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/cgi-bin/gstlalcbcsummary
https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/cgi-bin/gstlalcbcsummary
https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/O1/online/ALL_LLOID_COMBINED_openbox.html
https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/O1/online/ALL_LLOID_COMBINED_openbox.html
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Seconds: Keep up to date with gracedb latest

Whether it is CWB, MBTA or gstlal, you can keep up with the excitement
in realtime by leaving gracedb.ligo.org/latest open in your browser.
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gracedb.ligo.org/latest
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Seconds: See event parameters as they come in

Basic parameters, mass, spin, FAR, SNR, . . . are available at the top of
each event page.
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Seconds – hours: See additional supporting information
uploaded automatically to gracedb

We will be continue to add more automated plots / information.
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Minutes: See the current status

The simulataneous real-time injection run provides an up-to-date
sensitivity measurement at https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/

~gstlalcbc/cgi-bin/gstlalcbcsummary
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https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/cgi-bin/gstlalcbcsummary
https://ldas-jobs.ligo.caltech.edu/~gstlalcbc/cgi-bin/gstlalcbcsummary
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Hours: Full offline style pages

We constantly process the output of the online data in a fashion similar
to the offine analysis in order to make offline style summary pages. The
pages are cumulative. As we add plots and other information to the
offline analysis we should see most of them available to the online search
too.
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Hours: See the current IFAR plot

The IFAR plot for the search is updated every few hours and is
*cumulative*. Currently there are no outliers.
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Monitoring with nagios at monitor.ligo.org

A team is automatically notified if the analysis experiences trouble.
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Get involved

Don’t like to sleep? You too can be awoken in the middle of the night!
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